
Winter Pruning of Fruit Trees   
 
There are many types of pruning techniques: winter pruning, summer pruning, replacement 
pruning and no pruning. 
I’d like to give you a few tips about winter pruning with your precious pip fruit (Apples, 
Pears, Quinces and Medlars): 
1. Larger cuts to reshape a fruit tree are best made with the necessary sensitivity when the 
leaves have fallen, and between end November and end of February in dry weather, 
daytime temperatures below 6º C, and frosty days. 
2. The best time to prune is when the moon is descending. 
3. The best time for pruning fruit trees is when the moon is in a fire constellation (see 
Claire’s visits to the Biodynamic Planting Calendar 
The standard rule of thumb for pruning is DDCSH: 
D – dead wood 
D – diseased wood 
C – crossing wood 
S – suckers 
H – hanging branches 
 
Photo 1: An almost 100 year old Bramley cooker standard tree with a beautiful open vase 
shape with 4 leaders. In the last few years it had been cut back drastically with a chain saw. 
This in turn killed off many roots and introduced root fungi, which eventually killed the tree 
in combination with borer beetle.   
We have to be gentle with the older generation and introduce gentle changes. So no drastic 
pruning, even though tree had been neglected unless it shows a lot of powerful vegetative 
growth. In this latter case even an older tree could be cut back a bit harder. 
Photo 2: Another way of growing fruit trees is against south or west facing walls as 
espaliers.  
Photo 3: Identify the balance between fruit buds and vegetative buds. 
Here we see fruit buds, which grow in almost a right angle away from the branch and they 
are slightly thickened and have a roundish shape with a velvety cape on. 
Photo 4: Some varieties produce lots of fruiting darts of 2-4 inches (5-10 cm) length and 
terminate with a fruit bud. 
Photo 5: A dart terminating with an undecided bud. But as the leaves are in the same plain, 
it looks like it will develop into a fruit bud and produce flowers this coming year. 
Photo 6: Example of a 2 years of growth. The previous year’s growth has a fruiting bud and a 
dart, but hasn’t developed all the potential fruit buds along the branch, as it wasn’t summer 
pruned. 
The top branch form this year’s growth shows only buds that hug the branch and are 
therefore vegetative buds. If we clip this branch by 1/3 it will then develop two to three 
leading vegetative branches on the tip and it will through the exposure to next summer’s 
sun and warmth convert all the buds into fruiting buds or darts.                                                     
We’d love you to share some of your own ways and photos to keep your fruit trees in 
balanced growth. In a couple weeks we will follow up with replacement pruning for all the 
stone fruit trees.    Hans-Günther 
 

 



 

 

 

 


